Abstract A software product line (SPL) is a family of programs that share assets from a common code base. The programs of an SPL can be distinguished in terms of features, which represent units of program functionality that satisfy stakeholders' requirements. The features of an SPL can be bound either statically at program compile time or dynamically at run time. Both binding times are used in SPL development and have different advantages. For example, dynamic binding provides high flexibility whereas static binding supports fine-grained customizability without any impact on performance (e.g., for use on embedded systems). However, contemporary techniques for implementing SPLs force a programmer to choose the binding time already when designing an SPL and to mix different implementation techniques when multiple binding times are needed. We present an approach that integrates static and dynamic feature binding seamlessly. It allows a programmer to implement an SPL once and to decide per feature at deployment time whether it should be bound statically or dynamically. Dynamic binding usually introduces an overhead regarding resource consumption and performance. We reduce this overhead by statically merging features that are used together into dynamic binding units. A program can be configured at run time by composing binding units on demand. We use feature models to ensure that only valid feature combinations can be selected at compile and M. Rosenmüller ( ) · N. Siegmund · G. Saake
at run time. We provide a compiler and evaluate our approach on the basis of two non-trivial SPLs.
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Introduction
Software product line (SPL) engineering has been successfully applied to many domains. 1 An SPL is a family of similar programs that are distinguished in terms of features. A feature is a unit of program functionality that satisfies a requirement, implements a design decision, and provides a potential configuration option (Apel and Kästner 2009 ). In feature-oriented software development (FOSD) (Apel and Kästner 2009) , the programs of an SPL are generated by composing modules that implement features. Depending on the underlying modularization and composition mechanism, features are either bound statically (e.g., at compile time or in a preprocessing step) or dynamically (e.g., when loading a program or at run time).
Both binding times have benefits: static binding facilitates customizability without any overhead at run time, whereas dynamic binding allows a programmer to flexibly select and bind features even at run time, however, at the cost of performance and memory consumption (Anastasopoules and Gacek 2001) . Beside resource consumption and flexibility, there are other reasons that force programmers to use either static or dynamic binding. For example, when it is not known before run time whether a feature is needed or not, programmers can use dynamic binding to avoid deployment of all possible features. On the other hand, not every feature can be bound dynamically. For instance, some features related to the build and execution environment must be chosen before compilation. Examples are the supported CPU architecture and compiler, whether debugging support is needed, or which operating system libraries are used. These decisions have to be made already at build time. We conclude that both binding times are required in SPL development.
With commonly used SPL implementation techniques (e.g., preprocessors-based or component approaches), a programmer is forced to choose between static and dynamic binding already at design time of an SPL (Lee and Kang 2006) . The programmer must select an implementation technique that corresponds to the chosen binding time. Changing the binding time after development is not possible. However, relying only on a single binding time restricts the applicability of an SPL. We present an approach that seamlessly integrates static and dynamic binding. We demonstrate how to bind features of an SPL dynamically or statically using the same code base. In contrast to our previous work (Rosenmüller et al. 2008) , we can choose a distinct binding time per feature after development. We achieve this by statically composing the features that are used in combination into a dynamic binding unit, which is bound at run time as a whole. Dynamic binding units are similar to components but are generated at compile time from a user-defined set of features. By statically generating binding units, we achieve fine-grained customizability while maximizing performance; by dynamically applying the binding units, we achieve a high flexibility at run time. Using code transformations, all features can be implemented with the same technique independent of their binding time, which simplifies SPL development and maintenance. The contributions of this article are:
1. We present code transformations for integrating static and dynamic feature binding in SPLs at modeling and implementation level. Our approach allows developers to flexibly switch the binding time per feature using the same code base. In contrast to existing approaches (Chakravarthy et al. 2008; Czarnecki and Eisenecker 2000; Gilani and Spinczyk 2005; Zdun et al. 2007 ), we statically generate dynamic binding units to reduce the overhead of dynamic binding. 2. We provide composition safety of dynamic binding using a transformed feature model. To generate such a model, we present transformation rules that correspond to the code transformations that we use for creating dynamic binding units. 3. We demonstrate practicality of our approach with an implementation of the transformation system based on feature-oriented programming. 4. Finally, we evaluate our approach regarding customizability and resource consumption.
Feature binding in software product lines
Feature binding is the process of including features in a concrete program at a specific point in time, called the binding time (Czarnecki and Eisenecker 2000) . There are different possibilities to categorize the binding time of features in SPLs. We refer to static binding if a feature is bound in a program before load time (e.g., at compile time) and to dynamic binding if it is applied at load time or after loading a program. For example, the C/C++ preprocessor is frequently used to support static binding in SPLs for embedded systems. The preprocessor removes unneeded code from a program before compilation. In contrast, components and plugins support dynamic binding at load time or run time of a program.
In the following, we analyze static and dynamic binding to motivate that a combination of both binding times is needed.
Static and dynamic feature binding Most SPL implementation techniques support either static or dynamic binding of features. However, different features may require different binding times (van Gurp et al. 2001 ) and different application scenarios may require the same feature to be bound at different times. Using static or dynamic binding exclusively is often not feasible for several reasons. For example, static binding cannot be used if required features are not available or not known at deployment time, as it is the case for third-party extensions. Dynamic binding enables independent deployment of features or extensions of a program without rebuilding the whole program. It even provides means for loading extensions on demand (e.g., from a network) or when the configuration of an SPL has to be changed at run time such as in dynamic SPLs (Hallsteinsen et al. 2008 ).
However, it is also not feasible to rely exclusively on dynamic binding, e.g., for platform-or compiler-specific features. This would limit possible target platforms of an SPL. Furthermore, some devices (e.g., deeply embedded systems) cannot load executable code at run time. Hence, they only support dynamic binding of already loaded code (e.g., using conditional statements), which reduces the benefits of dynamic binding. Finally, dynamic binding usually means a higher development and maintenance effort, which makes it the more expensive alternative.
Resource consumption Both, static and dynamic binding, have benefits and drawbacks with respect to resource consumption (e.g., CPU utilization, memory consumption) of a program. Often only a subset of the features of a program is used at the same time and some features may not be used at all. For example, the required functionality of a database management system (DBMS), deployed on a smartphone, depends on the requirements of the applications that use the DBMS. A Web browser that stores encrypted passwords in a database requires a DBMS with data encryption. If the Web browser is never used, the encryption feature of the DBMS is not required at all. The presence of unused functionality can be avoided by loading features on demand and bind them dynamically. Unfortunately, dynamic binding introduces an overhead to support dynamic composition (Czarnecki and Eisenecker 2000) . Hence, depending on the binding time, we observe either a functional or a compositional overhead: -Static binding causes a functional overhead due to features that are not used but present in a program. This results in increased binary size, working memory consumption, and execution time (e.g., due to execution of initialization code). -Dynamic binding introduces a compositional overhead, which is caused by glue code, indirections for binding features at run time, and code of the composition infrastructure. This additional code increases binary size and execution time of a program. It may also cause a higher memory consumption at run time (e.g., for storing virtual function pointers in C++).
Mixing static and dynamic binding
To cope with the limitations of current implementation techniques, different approaches for static and dynamic binding are combined in practice, e.g., in the Apache Web server, 2 Mozilla (van Gurp et al. 2001) , and Oracle's embedded database management system (DBMS) Berkeley DB. 3 In these systems, the programmers use the C/C++ preprocessor for static binding (e.g., for platform specific features) and proprietary mechanisms for dynamic binding. For example, the Apache Web server comes with a special module system to load extensions dynamically. In general, mixing dynamic and static binding provides several benefits. Dynamic binding can be used to achieve extensibility (e.g., for plugins), while other features, such as platform-specific features, are bound statically. Applying static binding to dynamically bound components allows a user to customize the components, e.g., when many components are affected by a crosscutting feature. This is problematic when using only dynamic binding (Griss 2000) . However, mixing different implementation mechanisms increases complexity of SPL development: -it forces developers to use different implementation mechanisms for different features within an SPL (e.g., preprocessors, design patterns, components, aspectoriented programming (Kiczales et al. 1997) , etc.), -a developer has to choose the binding time per feature at design time before development (Lee and Kang 2006) , -it hinders reuse because a feature developed for a particular binding time cannot be easily reused in an application scenario or in a different SPL that requires a different binding time. To summarize, an integration of static and dynamic binding is already used in practice, but without proper support at the implementation level. Relying on a single binding time may increase execution time and memory consumption, which is unacceptable when resources are limited. A combination of both binding times can reduce resource consumption and improve customizability. Additionally, supporting different binding times based on the same implementation mechanism simplifies SPL development and maintenance. Changing the binding time of an implementation unit is supported by a few approaches (Chakravarthy et al. 2008; Czarnecki and Eisenecker 2000; Gilani and Spinczyk 2005; Zdun et al. 2007 ). However, these approaches do not consider the specifics of SPLs. For example, they do not address static and dynamic binding of entire features. Furthermore, the approaches only support either static or dynamic binding of a code unit, but do not support static composition between multiple dynamically bound units. Moreover, there is no approach that integrates static and dynamic binding with respect to the SPL configuration process. For example, existing approaches do not offer a mechanism to validate a configuration with respect to the feature model statically and dynamically.
Integration of static and dynamic binding
We address the trade-off between static and dynamic binding with an approach that seamlessly integrates both binding times. Our approach allows a programmer to choose the binding time per feature and to optimize resource consumption and customizability. It is based on feature-oriented programming (FOP) (Prehofer 1997; Batory et al. 2004) , which allows programmers to modularize the features of an SPL. We implemented our approach on top of FeatureC++, 4 an FOP extension of the C++ programming language. We first introduce FOP and describe how we achieve static and dynamic binding of features based on the same feature-oriented implementation of an SPL. We continue with an approach that integrates both binding times at modeling and implementation level.
Feature-oriented programming
A feature model describes the variability of an SPL, as shown in Fig. 1 for a DBMS. It is a hierarchical representation of mandatory (shown with a filled bullet) and optional (shown with an empty bullet) features and relations between them (Czarnecki and Eisenecker 2000). A feature model thus defines the valid configurations of an SPL. For example, the XOR relation between features BTREE and HASH means that exactly one of the features has to be selected when their parent feature INDEX is selected.
In FOP, features are implemented as increments in functionality (Batory et al. 2004) . A user specifies a program by selecting a set of features that satisfy her requirements. Based on the feature selection, a generator composes the corresponding feature modules (i.e., the modularized implementation of a feature) to yield a concrete program. In Fig. 2 , we depict a decomposition of a DBMS along multiple features (displayed as layers). The DBMS consists of a CORE implementation and two features QUERYENGINE and TRANSACTION. The two features cut across the implementation of the classes DB, Txn, QueryProcessor (shown as dashed boxes). A programmer thus decomposes a class into a base class and class refinements, shown as white boxes in Fig. 2 . Refinements implement extensions of a base class necessary for a particular feature. For example, the base implementation of class DB is defined in CORE and extended in QUERYENGINE and TRANSACTION (depicted with arrows).
In Fig. 3 , we depict the FeatureC++ code of class DB (cf. Fig. 2 ). Method Put is used to store data provided as key-value pairs. The refinement in feature QUERYENGINE (Lines 5-10) adds a new field queryProc and a new method ProcessQuery for processing SQL queries. Feature TRANSACTION defines a refinement of method Put (Line 14) and invokes the refined method using the keyword super (Line 16). Based on the implementation shown in Fig. 2 , we can generate different DBMS variants by composing a varying set of feature modules. For example, we can generate a basic DBMS consisting only of the CORE implementation but we can also derive variants that include QUERYENGINE or TRANSACTION by composing the corresponding feature modules.
With FeatureC++, the feature modules of an SPL can be bound either statically at compile time or dynamically at load time or run time. To support static binding, the FeatureC++ compiler composes the code of a base classes and selected refinements into a single class. Dynamic binding is implemented by a code transformation that uses the decorator pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) to generate a dynamically composable class fragment for each refinement (Rosenmüller et al. 2008 transformations in the following and combine them to integrate static and dynamic binding, as described afterwards.
Support for static feature binding
To support static feature binding, the classes of an SPL have to be composed at compile time according to the features selected in the configuration process. The FeatureC++ compiler uses a source-to-source transformation from FeatureC++ to plain C++ code. It composes the entire code of the base implementation of a class and its refinements of all selected features into one compound C++ class. This compound class consists of: -the union of all member variables, -one method for each method refinement, -one constructor and destructor for each different constructor/destructor definition, and -one method for each constructor/destructor refinement. In Fig. 4 , we depict the generated C++ code of a DBMS variant that corresponds to the FeatureC++ code of class DB in Fig. 3 . We show the generated code only for illustration and it does not have to be read by a programmer that uses FeatureC++. The code corresponds to a composition of the CORE implementation with feature TRANSACTION. All methods and fields of the corresponding refinements of class DB (i.e., except the code of feature QUERYENGINE) are composed into a single C++ class. The base implementation of method Put (feature CORE) was renamed to Put_Core (Line 2) to provide a unique name for every C++ method. from its refinement in Line 8. Using this transformation and by avoiding virtual methods (which are needed in a component-based approach), a C++ compiler can easily inline method refinements. For example, method Put_Core is inlined in method Put and does not introduce any overhead for method calls. Based on such optimizations, we have shown that FeatureC++ generates code that achieves the same performance as C++ code that does not provide such fine-grained customizability (Rosenmüller et al. 2009 ).
Support for dynamic feature binding
For dynamic binding of features, we have to compose the classes of a program at run time according to the dynamic feature selection. We achieve this dynamic composition of a class by transforming each class refinement into a dynamically composable class fragment. For example, when creating a DBMS with transaction management at run time, we have to dynamically compose the base implementation of class DB (cf. Fig. 3 ) with its refinement in feature TRANSACTION. Similar to the Delegation Layers approach (Ostermann 2002) , we transform the refinement chain of a class into a delegation hierarchy (Rosenmüller et al. 2008) . By using the decorator pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) for implementing refinements, we are able compose classes dynamically by composing the generated decorators. Composing two features thus means to compose all classes and class refinements of the features.
For illustration, we depict the class diagram of the transformed class DB in Fig. 5 . The base code of class DB and all of its refinements have been transformed into decorators (DB_Core, DB_QueryEngine, DB_Transaction). Each decorator belongs to a separate feature. The concrete decorators provide the implementation of methods and method refinements. For example, method Put (Line 2 in Fig. 3 ) and its refinement in feature TRANSACTION (Line 14) are transformed into methods of the concrete decorators DB_Core and DB_Transaction (cf. Fig. 5 ). The abstract decorator class DB_Decorator maintains a reference to the predecessor refinement (super reference) and forwards operations to the next decorator that are not implemented by its concrete decorator. Similarly, a method refinement invokes its refined method also by using the super reference of the decorator class. To overcome the self problem when calling a method of the compound class (Liebermann 1986 ) (open recursion), each decorator additionally maintains a self pointer that refers to the compound object and not the current concrete decorator. We use the generated decorator interface DB to reference dynamically composed classes within the transformed code and also from external source code. All created objects contain an additional proxy to support modifications of the object at run time. The proxy is an empty decorator that only forwards method calls to the decorator that implements the first class refinement.
Feature classes When dynamically creating a product from an SPL (a.k.a. SPL instance), we compose multiple features according to a given configuration. Each feature usually contains multiple classes and class refinements that have to be composed consistently at the same time. We support this dynamic composition process by representing features as classes, called feature classes. Feature classes are generated in the FeatureC++ code transformation process. Much like ordinary classes and refinements, feature classes are also combined using the decorator pattern to enable class instantiation via delegation, as we describe below. In Fig. 6 , we shown an example for the DBMS SPL. For each feature module (CORE, QUERYENGINE, and TRANS-ACTION), we generate a feature decorator that inherits from an abstract decorator DbFeature. The abstract decorator is the base class of all feature classes of the product line. It maintains a super reference to the predecessor feature in a composed variant. Instantiation of a feature thus means to create an object of the corresponding feature class. Generating an SPL instance means to combine feature instances using super references. Hence, an SPL instance is represented by a stack of feature instances. The features are ordered according to the desired feature composition order.
The dynamic composition process occurs at program startup or at runtime. At program startup, an initial SPL instance is created automatically or manually and then executed (Rosenmüller et al. 2008) . For example, a user can provide a list of Fig. 7 Object diagrams of the instances obj1 and obj2 of two different variants of class DB using three and two features respectively features as program arguments and the corresponding SPL instance is then derived at load time. Manual creation of an SPL instance in user-defined code is done by composing feature instances (i.e., objects of feature classes), as described above.
Class instantiation We use a dynamically composed SPL instance to create objects of the classes of an SPL at run time. Creating an object means to create and combine instances of its class refinements (implemented as decorators; cf. Fig. 5 ). The required base classes and class refinements are automatically instantiated according to a dynamic feature selection. This instantiation process is realized by generated factory methods of the corresponding feature classes (e.g., NewDb() in Fig. 6 ).
In Fig. 7 , we show two examples of objects of class DB that have different sets of refinements. Object obj1 uses the CORE implementation and refinements defined in features QUERYENGINE and TRANSACTION. Object obj2 uses only the CORE implementation and the refinement from feature TRANSACTION. Each instantiated refinement contains a super reference (cf. Fig. 5 ) pointing to the next refinement in the chain. For example, the super pointer of the instance of DB_QueryEngine refers to an instance of DB_Core. The dynamically composed objects can be used in the same way as an instance of a regular class. Furthermore, they can be modified at run time by adding or removing decorator instances. Such modifications at runtime are possible because existing object references point to the first decorator in the chain, which is an empty proxy that forwards method calls (omitted in Fig. 7 ). The refinement chain thus corresponds to a linked list of class fragments. Changing the configuration of the SPL corresponds to insertion, exchange, and deletion of elements of the refinement list of the SPL classes.
Integrating static and dynamic binding
So far, our approach allows programmers only to choose between static and dynamic binding for the entire SPL and not for single features. As discussed in Sect. 2, this approach is still not flexible enough for certain application scenarios. It results in a functional or compositional overhead depending on the binding time. In previous work, we observed that especially the compositional overhead limits applicability of a pure dynamic approach (Rosenmüller et al. 2008) . Next, we extend our approach to integrate both binding times.
Dynamic binding units
We integrate static and dynamic binding by combining multiple dynamically bound features into a single dynamic binding unit: Features that are always bound together, ) of a DBMS product line resulting in the prebound SPLs DB and DB , and subsequent dynamic composition ( ) resulting in the running programs DB 1 -DB 4 . Feature HASH was not selected and is not included in any binding unit are merged at compile time into a binding unit. This means a two step composition process: First, we use static composition for the features of a binding unit and, second, we compose dynamic binding units in the running program. Static composition results in a prebound SPL consisting of a set of dynamically composable binding units, each of which consists of possibly multiple statically composed features. As a binding unit may also contain only a single feature, our approach still supports pure dynamic binding. Rather than manually developing binding units as components (Lee and Kang 2006) , we automate this process and generate them on demand at deployment time. That is, a programmer implements an SPL once and chooses the binding time per feature later. With binding units, we reduce the overhead for dynamic binding since the features of a binding unit are statically composed. A binding unit can be bound at any time after program startup.
In Fig. 8 , we show an example for generating dynamic binding units. DB and DB denote two prebound SPLs (i.e., not concrete products) after static composition. Feature HASH is not required and is thus not included in any of the prebound SPLs. In DB , feature B-TREE (an index structure for efficient data access) is always required and we thus combine it with feature CORE into a single binding unit BASE. Similarly, TRANSACTION and LOGGING are composed into binding unit TXN. Feature QUERYENGINE is assigned to a distinct binding unit QE. This is different in DB , which contains the same features bound differently. In DB , feature QUERYENGINE is not assigned to a distinct binding unit but added to binding unit BASE. From each prebound DBMS, we can create a number of different DBMS (examples DB 1 -DB 4 ) by dynamically composing the binding units according to a given configuration (i.e., a list of desired binding units). Comparing DB 2 and DB 3 , we see that both provide the same functionality but feature QUERYENGINE is contained in a distinct binding unit in DB 2 and is bound statically in DB 3 , which leads to differences in flexibility and resource consumption.
Product derivation In summary, the product derivation process of our integrated approach can be divided into three steps: (1) configuration, (2) static transformation, and (3) dynamic composition. In the first step (filled arrow in Fig. 8 ), a user selects the potentially required features and assigns each feature to a binding unit. In the subsequent static transformation process, the compiler selects the required feature modules and generates dynamic binding units. 5 The FeatureC++ compiler also generates code for composing the binding units at run time. There are two extremes: first, a single binding unit may contain all selected features, which results in a pure statically composed program without any code for dynamic binding. Hence, the product derivation process is finished after static transformation. Second, each binding unit may contain only a single feature resulting in a purely dynamically composable SPL. Between these extremes (which mark the current state of the art), our extended approach supports any combination of static and dynamic binding.
Compound features and feature modeling
When generating dynamic binding units, we generate a prebound SPL with reduced dynamic variability. To ensure consistency of the dynamic composition process, we verify a configuration at run time before composing the binding units. This is done in a similar way as we have shown for pure dynamic composition (Rosenmüller et al. 2008 ). We use a feature model to avoid invalid configurations. However, because merged features have to be bound as a whole, the final dynamic composition process cannot be based on the SPL's initial feature model. Hence, we have to transform the feature model such that it contains only dynamic variability.
To this end, we represent the static composition process on the modeling level as a transformation of the SPL's feature model. In the following, we first introduce compound features to represent binding units at the model level and then describe the required model transformations.
Compound features We represent feature composition by treating features as functions that modify other features or a base program (Lopez-Herrejon et al. 2006; Apel et al. 2010) . The composition of one feature with another feature results in a compound feature, which is the input for the subsequent composition step. In our case, a dynamic binding unit is a compound feature that is bound at run time. We denote static feature composition with operator • and dynamic feature composition with operator •. This way, we can describe composition of programs DB 1 and DB 2 (cf. Fig. 8 ) as follows:
In this example, (1)-(3) describe static compositions resulting in the compound features (i.e., dynamic binding units) Base, QE, and TXN. Equations (4) and (6) represent dynamic compositions of compound features. Hence, a feature such as TRANS-ACTION is statically bound with respect to its binding unit TXN (3) but is dynamically bound with respect to the base program (4). Note, when combining static and dynamic binding, we have to consider the order in which features are composed. The reason is that composition of feature modules is not necessarily commutative (Apel et al. 2010) . For example, when features TRANS-ACTION and BTREE extend the same method, their composition order may affect program behavior. Hence, when changing the two binding units from (1) and (3) to Base = Transaction • Core and Log = Logging • Btree, dynamic composition results in a different program:
DB 1 differs in its behavior from DB 1 if the composition of Btree and Transaction is not commutative. However, we achieve commutativity when combining static and dynamic binding using special code transformations, as we describe in Sect. 3.4.3.
Feature models for compound features After static composition, it may be necessary to reason about the remaining dynamic variability, which is ideally done with feature model. For example, it is easier to analyze dynamic variability (e.g., to check which configurations are valid) when we have a feature model that includes compound features and that corresponds to the variability of the prebound SPL. This feature model is also reified at run time for validating a configuration before dynamic composition (e.g., to safely reconfigure a running system). The combination of static binding and dynamic binding can be seen as a staged configuration process, as described by Czarnecki et al. (2004) . In our case, we have a two step configuration process, in which we first bind features statically and then compose binding units dynamically. We represent this configuration process by transforming the feature model accordingly. In contrast to the model transformations for staged configuration described by Czarnecki et al. (2004) , we allow arbitrary configuration steps that are represented by constraints (Classen et al. 2009; Rosenmüller and Siegmund 2010) . Composition of multiple features into a compound feature is thus represented by an equivalence constraint between the merged features. That is, when a user selects one of the features of a compound feature, she has to select the other features as well. In Fig. 9b , we depict an example for the static transformation of DB into DB (cf. Fig. 8 ). We represent compound feature TXN by constraint TRANSACTION ⇔ LOG. Furthermore, we remove feature HASH, which was not selected for composition. The resulting feature model represents the dynamic variability. It forces a user to either select all merged features of a binding unit or to select none of them. For example, features TRANSACTION and LOG can only be selected in combination. However, this feature model is rather complex compared to the actual variability. Furthermore, it does not explicitly show the new compound features which may be needed for dynamic configuration.
We reduced the complexity of the feature model by adding the compound features and by refactoring the model. The resulting feature model is depicted in Fig. 9c . In the following, we describe the required refactorings. Details of the refactoring steps can be derived from Alves et al. (2006) .
1. In a first step, we remove dead features that cannot be selected. In our example, this means that feature HASH is removed as it is an alternative to BTREE and cannot be selected. When removing a dead feature, we also remove it from existing constraints to other features (e.g., replacing it with false in boolean constraints). 2. We remove a feature from the equivalence constraint of a compound feature if it is the ancestor of one of the other features of the constraint. In turn, we have to mark the features on the path between both in the feature model as mandatory. For example, we mark features INDEX and BTREE as mandatory and remove the equivalence constraint for compound feature CORE. Mandatory features that have been part of an alternative group must always be selected. Hence, the remaining features of the group are dead and have already been removed in step 1. 3. In steps 3-5, we add the compound features and restructure the feature diagram.
First, we create a new feature for each generated compound feature (e.g., feature QE in Fig. 9c ). Each compound feature replaces one of the merged features.
Usually, the compound feature should replace the feature that is nearest to the root. The replaced feature is added as a mandatory child since both have to be selected at the same time. For example, we insert compound feature QE above QUERY. If one of the merged features is the root of the tree, the compound feature may also be added as a child of the root to avoid a different name for the root (cf. feature CORE in Fig. 9c ). 4. Other merged features including their entire subtrees are moved to the corresponding compound feature as mandatory child features (e.g., feature LOG in Fig. 9c ). Additional constraints are added to maintain the relationships between the moved features and their former parent features and siblings. In our example, we create the constraint LOG ⇒ DB because feature TXN was added as a parent of TRANSACTION. 5. Finally, we remove constraints that are not needed. Since the merged features are mandatory children of their compound feature, we remove the remaining equivalence constraints that have been used to represent merged features, as described in step 2. Furthermore, we can remove some constraints that have been added in step 4. For example, we remove constraint LOG ⇒ DB because DB is an ancestor of LOG.
After refactoring the feature model, the remaining variability is easier to recognize because it is not hidden in constraints. The merged features can be removed from the feature model or tool support can be used to suppress visualization of mandatory features. When removing features, their constraints have to be maintained: we have to update all constraints by replacing the removed features with their compound feature. However, the original merged features are still needed for further operations on the feature model. For example, defined independently constraints (e.g., by a third party) may reference the original features.
Implementation: generating binding units
As proof of concept, we implemented our approach on top of the FeatureC++ compiler. In the following, we give a short overview of the code transformations used to combine both types of composition at the class level. When generating dynamic binding units, the FeatureC++ compiler transforms a class (defined as several class refinements) of an SPL into dynamically composable class fragments. The generated fragments correspond to the binding units that cut accross the class. They are generated from the base class and its refinements in two steps: First, we merge refinements belonging to features of the same binding unit into a single class (static composition) and, second, we generate code for dynamic binding of composed classes using the decorator pattern, as described for dynamic composition (cf. Sect. 3.3). Hence, we do not generate a decorator per refinement, but we group the refinements of a binding unit for each class in a single decorator. In Fig. 10 , we show an example for the generated classes of the binding units of DB for class DB (cf. Fig. 8 ). The dynamically composable class DB consists of an interface (DB), an abstract decorator (DB_Decorator), and three concrete decorators (DB_Base, DB_QE, and DB_TXN). Code of multiple refinements is statically composed into concrete decorators DB_Base, DB_QE, and DB_TXN. For example, we merge refinements defined in modules CORE and B-TREE of class DB into decorator The code transformations are basically a combination of the transformations described for pure static and dynamic binding. However, they differ in several ways and we present the two most important differences next. In the first example, we demonstrate how to attain commutativity of class refinements. In the second example, we describe how the SPL context is stored in generated classes.
Commutativity of method refinements
Since the application of method refinements is usually not commutative, we have to ensure that the application order of method refinements does not change when combining static and dynamic extensions of the same class. An example is shown in Fig. 11 : Method Put of class DB is extended in features LOGGING and TRANSACTION. Both method extensions have to be executed bottom-up: first, the transaction code has to be executed (Line 12) and afterward the logging code (Line 6). If we statically compose the CORE implementation and feature To avoid this, we generate hook methods (Apel et al. 2008a) , as shown in the generated code in Fig. 12 . For example, we generate method Put_hook (Lines 4-6), which is called instead of method Put_Core (Line 10). The hook is overridden by feature LOGGING to execute the logging specific code before executing the extended method (Line 16).
Storing SPL context Class instantiation in a dynamically composed program requires to create an object that corresponds to the configuration of a concrete SPL instance. The instance defines which decorators to use when creating the new object. Because there may be more than one active SPL instance within a program, we need to know which instance to use when creating an object. For that reason, we store a reference to the corresponding SPL instance within each object. For example, when creating an instance of class DB (cf. Fig. 10 ), the SPL instance DB 1 defines the required binding units (BASE and TXN) and thus the configuration of class DB.
For statically composed classes, this information is not needed because the type of a class is determined statically and does not change according to a dynamically changing SPL instance. For example, the type of class QueryProcessor in Fig. 2 does not change if features QUERYENGINE and TRANSACTION are part of the same binding unit. Hence, there is no runtime variability for such a class and we do not need an SPL instance for creating objects of the class. We thus evaluate whether a class (directly or indirectly) creates instances of dynamically composed classes or not; if it does, it has to store a reference to the corresponding SPL. For example, if class QueryProcessor is statically composed (because it is only part of a single binding unit), it has to store a reference to its SPL instance only if it creates objects of other dynamically composed classes.
Since the SPL reference is only needed when there are multiple instances of the same SPL, we further optimize the generated objects when only a single instance is used. In this case, we use a single global reference to the SPL instance to avoid the additional SPL instance pointer per object. A user can make this decision at deployment time by choosing between alternative code transformations.
Summary
When combining static and dynamic composition, the compiler merges multiple features into a binding unit and generates code to support composition of binding units at run time. Hence, a dynamically bound feature is statically composed with features of the same binding unit; it may even use only static binding of its classes and class refinements with classes of other features of the binding unit. To reason about the resulting dynamic variability, we apply the static composition process also to an SPL's feature model. We transform the feature model according to the generated binding units. The result is a feature model that provides only dynamic variability. It can be used to analyze dynamic binding before generating binding units, to configure an SPL at run time (e.g., for a run time adaptation approach), and to verify a dynamic composition before using it. Overall, our approach integrates static and dynamic binding at the modeling level as well as at the implementation level. Hence, it provides a foundation for an SPL development process that is independent of the supported binding time.
Case studies and evaluation
By means of two case studies, we demonstrate the applicability of our approach. We measure the influence of different sizes and different numbers of dynamic binding units on resource consumption. For our evaluation, we use two product lines that have been developed at the University of Magdeburg. The first SPL is FAME-DBMS, a DBMS product line for resource-constrained environments (Rosenmüller et al. 2009 ). The second SPL is NanoMail, a customizable e-mail client. The source code of both product lines is available on the web. 6 We present the results for both SPLs and discuss the reasons for the characteristics we observed.
4.1 Defining binding units FAME-DBMS FAME-DBMS is an embedded DBMS (i.e., it is embedded into an application as a library). It was developed for devices with limited resources using static feature binding. For compositional flexibility and to reduce the functional overhead, we use dynamic binding. In Fig. 13 , we depict an excerpt of the feature model of FAME-DBMS and the binding units used in our evaluation. We show only features that are relevant for our case study and omit features that are always bound statically such as operating-system-related features. In its current version, FAME-DBMS consists of 56 features with 12 400 lines of code (LOC).
For analyzing the influence of dynamic binding on resource consumption, we compare different variants of FAME-DBMS that use the same 44 features, but we organized the features in different binding units. The selection of features per binding unit is shown in Fig. 13 . It corresponds to configuration 5 in the following analysis. We describe the rationale behind the definition of the sample binding units in the following overview: -Binding unit BASE represents a basic DBMS that consists of an API for storing and retrieving data. It can be used without additional binding units and provides high performance due to pure static binding. -Binding unit TXN provides transactional access to the database. Since features TRANSACTION and RECOVERY require feature LOGGING, we merge all three features into a single binding unit. -QE is a customizable query engine that supports a subset of SQL by statically composing only the required SQL features. In our implementation, dynamic composition of SQL features is hard to achieve. The reason is that we statically compose the SQL grammar from multiple features. We then generate the SQL parser from this composed grammar at compile time. This demonstrates that pure dynamic binding is not always possible without increasing the development effort significantly. -CRYPTO is a binding unit for data encryption and decryption. Customization of ciphers is done statically by choosing the encryption algorithms (e.g., AES or DES). This means that we can exchange the encryption algorithm within the binding unit without modifying the remaining DBMS. We may also provide two different CRYPTO binding units, one with feature AES and one with DES. Moreover, a customer may provide an own encryption algorithm. Defining one binding unit for the DES and AES features would also be possible, but in our case the ENCRYP-TION feature abstracts from implementation details of the algorithm resulting in a small and uniform interface. -Finally, binding unit BTREE provides efficient data access via a B + tree index structure. In a large DBMS, there may be a number of different alternative index structures. Using a single binding unit per index structure allows us to activate only those index structures that are needed for efficiently accessing the data (i.e., depending on the work load). 
Resource consumption
In the following, we analyze the resource consumption of different FAME-DBMS and NanoMail variants depending on the binding units used. We compare binary size, working memory usage, and performance of a varying number of binding units but we use always the same features. 7 Our aim is to identify how to combine static and dynamic binding to optimize a program with respect to functional and compositional overhead. In Figs. 14-19, we depict the results of our analysis for five configurations of FAME-DBMS and three configurations of NanoMail. In configuration 1, all features are statically bound and compiled as a single binary. In each of the configurations 2-5 an additional binding unit (e.g., QE, TXN, CRYPTO, BTREE for FAME-DBMS) is extracted from the base binding unit and compiled as a distinct dynamically linked library (DLL). In the following, we analyze binary size, memory consumption, and performance of both SPLs. We distinguish between compositional and functional overhead (cf. Sect. 2) for each analyzed property. 
Binary size
By means of the binary size of FAME-DBMS, we first describe how we calculate the functional and compositional overhead. Since the functional overhead depends on the features actually used, we provide numbers for the maximal possible functional overhead. That is, we compare a static variant including all features with the minimal dynamic variant without additional binding units. The binary sizes of the configurations 1-5 of FAME-DBMS are shown in Fig. 14 (18 KB), we observe a maximal possible functional overhead of about 64% for configuration 1 (49 KB − 18 KB = 31 KB). That is, up to 64% of the code of configuration 1 may not be used for a particular task (e.g., basic data storage and retrieval without using SQL queries and other features). The overhead depends on the number of features that are actually used at a particular point in time. It is zero when all features are really in use. This underlines that a configuration highly depends on the application scenario. To reduce the binary size, we have to avoid any features that are not used and reduce dynamic binding to a minimum.
In our case studies, we observe an increasing compositional overhead for an increasing number of binding units. Especially when a binding unit extends many classes the effect is very strong. It is quite strong for FAME-DBMS (up to 40%, cf. Fig. 14) and very weak for NanoMail (<4%). The high relative overhead of 40% for FAME-DBMS is mainly caused by its small binary size; the absolute overhead is 33.2 KB. The composition code makes up 21 KB (25% of the program size): About 5 KB generic code for dynamic binding (i.e., for loading and composing binding units; base program-composition code in Fig. 14) and additionally between 3 KB and 5 KB overhead per binding unit (i.e., binding unit specific composition code). The remaining overhead of 12 KB (15% of the program size) is caused by the binding units CRYPTO (9 KB) and BTREE (3 KB). Reasons are missing compiler and linker optimizations when dynamic binding is used. In Fig. 14 , we depict this unused code as binding units-unreferenced code. For example, a method for calculating a hash sum with a binary size of 7.5 KB is not used in our FAME-DBMS benchmark application. The linker removes the method from the statically composed variant because it is never called. The same method cannot be removed from binding unit CRYPTO because the compiler does not know whether it is required by another binding unit or not. Hence, dynamic binding may cause a functional overhead as well. This overhead is not caused by entire unused features but by unreferenced methods.
The possible functional overhead in static variants of both SPLs is very high (64%-94%). The reason is that a large fraction of the binary code belongs to optional features. Increasing the use of dynamic binding usually reduces this overhead. However, also insufficient customizability due to large binding units can cause a functional overhead when not all features of a binding unit are used.
Both kinds of overhead can be reduced by adjusting the binding units. That is, a stakeholder has to analyze the functional and compositional overhead per application scenario to find the optimal tradeoff. When always using many of the binding units, the benefit of dynamic binding with respect to resource consumption decreases. For example, the binding units TXN and BTREE in FAME-DBMS cannot significantly reduce the functional overhead but they increase the compositional overhead significantly. The size of the base program is nearly the same in the configurations 4 and 5, but the additional binding unit BTREE increases the overall size by 12%. That is, if we bind the features of the binding units TXN and BTREE statically (i.e., removing configurations 3 and 5), we do not cause a major functional overhead but can reduce the compositional overhead significantly. Hence, a stakeholder has to decide whether this flexibility is really needed by taking the resulting compositional overhead into account.
Memory usage
The memory usage of a program depends on allocated memory but also on the size of the binary program code that is loaded into memory. For FAME-DBMS, we could not measure any functional overhead of allocated memory because the memory is needed mainly for the data buffer of the DBMS, which is independent of the feature selection. Further features do not allocate a significant amount of additional memory. The functional overhead thus only depends on the binary program size and dynamic binding cannot reduce the memory consumption (cf. Fig. 16 ). In NanoMail, memory allocation causes an additional memory consumption between 1.3 MB and 9.8 MB depending on the binding units used. That is, unused features allocate memory and cause a large functional overhead. On the contrary, the varying binary size only has a small effect on memory consumption in NanoMail (about 28%, cf. Fig. 17) .
The compositional overhead of allocated memory especially increases if a program creates a large number of small objects that are dynamically composed. The reason is that the size of a class instance increases for each binding unit that crosscuts the class. This overhead is very high for small objects. The size S dyn and the overhead 
S data is the data size (i.e., the size of the object with static binding). n BU is the number of loaded binding units that crosscut the class. The constant 12 represents the number of bytes a binding unit requires to store a self pointer, a super pointer, and a pointer to its virtual function table (each pointer has a size of 4 byte). The constant 1 represents the additional proxy that we use to enable reconfiguration at run time. The proxy could be removed for SPLs that are not reconfigured once they are instantiated. Overall, the size of an object increases by 12 byte to enable dynamic binding and linearly increases by 12 byte for each additional binding unit. Large binding units increase the functional overhead only if a small number of their features is actually used. The compositional overhead in FAME-DBMS is more important than the functional overhead; the opposite is true for NanoMail. The differences between the SPLs show that there is no general solution and there is space for domain-specific optimizations.
A binding unit also increases memory consumption due to the compositional overhead of its binary size (cf. Sect. 4.2.1) because the executable code is loaded into memory. We analyzed the overhead for loading a large number of binding units by adding several e-mail filters to NanoMail (up to 60 mail filters). 8 The results are shown in Fig. 18 . Besides a general overhead for dynamic binding (transition from 0 to 1 filters), we observe a linear increase of 21 KB per filter (i.e., per binding unit). For binding units that consume a small amount of memory, this is a large overhead. By generating one binding unit for multiple filters (i.e., merging the filters), this overhead can be avoided. For binding units that consume a large amount of memory, such as the virus filter in NanoMail, dynamic binding causes an acceptable overhead of only about 4% compared to the memory consumption of the binding unit.
Performance
We measured the performance of FAME-DBMS using a benchmark for reading and writing data. 9 As shown in Fig. 19 , the performance decreases with an increasing number of binding units. Comparing dynamic variants with pure static binding, we observe a performance reduction between 5% (2 binding units) and 28% (5 binding units). The reason for this increasing compositional overhead are method inlinings that could not be applied and more indirections for method calls compared to static variants. Both are caused by generated code for dynamic binding: composition of classes at run time is achieved with virtual methods in decorators, which add an indirection and hinder inlining of method extensions.
In FAME-DBMS, 100% of method refinements are inlined when using static binding. This decreases to about 95% for configuration 2 and further to 86% for configuration 5. Each method refinement that is not inlined is replaced by a virtual method and thus decreases performance. Binding unit BTREE substantially increases the overhead (cf. configuration 5 in Fig. 19 ). The reason is that it refines methods that are invoked multiple times for a single read or write operation. Hence, we should create only a distinct binding unit for the Btree if this flexibility is really needed (e.g., when we have to decide at run time which kind of index to use).
Static and dynamic binding may also affect the startup time of a program for loading binary code from DLLs and for initialization of unused code. Due to the fairly Hence, the compositional overhead with respect to program startup is very small and can be ignored in many application scenarios. In contrast, the functional overhead for initialization of a binding unit may be important for application scenarios that require to restart a program frequently.
To summarize, the influence of dynamic binding is quite high when a feature refines frequently called methods. This is may be caused by a high number of method extensions (e.g., in many binding units), but it may also be caused by a few refinements of performance critical methods as shown for the Btree in FAME-DBMS. Again, the best size for a binding unit has to be determined per SPL and application scenario. Merging binding units can remove dynamic method refinements. The load time of a program can only be reduced significantly if the execution of complex initialization code can be avoided or if large parts of a program do not have to be loaded at startup. The number of binding units is usually not important. For example, 30 binding units result in an overhead of about one second for starting the programs of our case study.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the results of our evaluation and analyze how customizability and SPL development is influenced by our approach. Finally, we derive a guideline for building SPLs that support static and dynamic binding. 
Resource consumption
Our evaluation has shown that, depending on the binding time, a compositional and functional overhead occurs in a running program with regard to binary size, memory consumption, and performance. The compositional overhead caused by a binding unit depends on its entanglement with other binding units. That is, method calls across the boundary of a binding unit (i.e., via its interface) introduce an execution time overhead. The interface of a binding unit consists of virtual methods to enable dynamic binding. This hinders method inlining, introduces indirections, and increases the size of generated code as well as the size of objects in a running program. Hence, a binding unit should contain feature sets that are used in combination. For example, the effect on memory consumption is very high when allocating a large number of small objects. In Fig. 20 , we depict the computed relative size (cf. (9)) of three different objects with 4, 16, and 64 bytes user data with an increasing number of dynamic extensions (i.e., dynamic binding units that crosscut the object). For an object with 4 byte user data, two dynamic extensions increase the object size by a factor of 10. If such objects are the main cause of memory consumption of a program then the memory consumption also increases by a factor of 10. For larger objects, this effect is much smaller. Combining static and dynamic binding reduces the number of dynamic binding units and can thus highly decrease the memory consumption.
However, large binding units introduce a potential functional overhead due to features that are not used. Splitting binding units can reduce the functional overhead, but we have shown that this effect can be smaller than the introduced compositional overhead. Furthermore, we have shown that dynamic binding may also introduce an overhead due to unused methods that can be removed by the linker when using static binding. An advantage of our approach is that it allows a programmer to find a balance between compositional and functional overhead that is suitable for her needs.
As shown in Fig. 21 , our approach provides pure static and pure dynamic composition (lower left and upper right points) as well as all combinations with varying sets Optimizing resource consumption Our approach and its current implementation does not provide an optimized solution for every application scenario. To optimize memory consumption and execution time, we already provide different code transformations to generate applications that use a single SPL instance only or programs that use multiple instances of an SPL (cf. Sect. 3.4.3) . However, we can further optimize the code transformation process to reduce the compositional overhead caused by dynamic binding. For example, we can reduce memory consumption by allocating a dynamically composed object in a single block of memory instead of multiple blocks-one for each decorator. This allows us to reduce the object size by removing the super and self pointers. Instead, we can compute the memory addresses of the super object and the compound object for each compound class at instantiation time, as it is also done for inheritance by C++ compilers (Lippman 1996) . Hence, the memory consumption of small dynamically composed objects (e.g., as shown in Fig. 20) could be reduced to about one third. However, this solution is only better suited for SPL configuration at load time. Using this approach for reconfiguration at run time (e.g., adding a new refinement to an already existing object) means that we have to reallocate the whole object when its size increases (i.e., when a new feature is loaded). This may highly increase the time required for adaptation. Hence, such optimizations are usually well suited for a particular application scenarios only.
Customizability and SPL development
Granularity and flexibility Due to the dynamic binding capabilities of FeatureC++, a developer can achieve extensibility of a program after deployment. Additionally, features can be bound statically, which supports fine-grained extensions without increasing the execution time. For example, the B-Tree in FAME-DBMS is built from many small features (e.g., features for write support) that can be statically configured. This allows us to achieve a performance and memory consumption comparable to static binding with the C preprocessor, as we have shown in previous work (Rosenmüller et al. 2009 ). Fine-grained extensions and dynamic binding are opposite optimization goals with respect to performance and memory consumption. The more fine-grained the extensions are, the more memory and computing power is required for dynamic binding (cf. Fig. 20) . Our approach allows a programmer to combine both binding times as needed per application scenario.
Reuse The combination of both binding times increases reuse possibilities in different application scenarios. For example, we can statically bind all features of FAME-DBMS for deeply embedded devices and support dynamic binding for other platforms. Furthermore, binding time flexibility enables reuse of features across different SPLs that use different binding times. For example, we can reuse a feature that implements a communication protocol in an e-mail client SPL that uses dynamic binding and also in an e-mail server that uses static binding.
Crosscutting features With our approach, static binding can also be used for crosscutting features that are spread across multiple dynamic binding units. These features are usually implemented with preprocessors (Griss 2000) or design patterns (Mezini et al. 2000; Zdun 2004 ). Adding or removing such features is possible by rebuilding the affected binding units. For example, in FAME-DBMS, WRITESUPPORT is a crosscutting feature that affects several binding units such as the query engine, indexes, etc. Using FeatureC++, we can add or remove this feature and have to rebuild only the affected binding units.
Development and maintenance Using a single mechanism for implementing features (i.e., feature modules) also simplifies SPL development. A programmer may combine FeatureC++ with other variability mechanisms (design patterns, macros, #ifdefs, etc.) or may replace other mechanisms by feature modules. Especially the use of #ifdefs can be reduced to improve the comprehensibility of source code. Binding time flexibility can also simplify maintenance of an SPL. For example, dynamic binding can be replaced temporarily by static binding for debugging purposes to avoid the complexity of dynamic binding. Finally, the presented approach can also be applied if initially only static binding is required. In this case, it simplifies adoption of dynamic binding (e.g., in later versions of an SPL, as shown for FAME-DBMS).
A guideline for defining binding units
When configuring an SPL for static and dynamic binding, we have to answer two questions: Which features have to be bound dynamically? Which dynamically bound features should be composed into the same binding unit? With our approach, a domain expert can decide this per application scenario. Static binding does not exhibit any compositional overhead. It is usually the best choice if extensibility after deployment or at run time is not required. The remaining challenge for a domain expert is to find proper binding units for dynamically bound features to provide the required flexibility while minimizing the overhead. Therefore, resource consumption of different feature combinations has to be analyzed, which means a high effort and may be impractical. The following rules can be used to find good feature combinations for binding units more easily:
1. As a simple rule, a large number as well as a large size of binding units should be avoided because the first increases the compositional overhead and the latter increases the functional overhead. However, as depicted in Fig. 21 
Related work
There are approaches for software composition that employ different techniques or paradigms to support different binding times. For example, CaesarJ (Aracic et al. 2006 ) supports static composition based on virtual classes and dynamic deployment of aspects. Object Teams support dynamic binding of teams, which can be used to represent features of an SPL (Hundt et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, activation teams are statically instantiated. These in turn activate other teams at run time. Both approaches require to know the binding time of an implementation unit at design time. In contrast, we can choose the binding time at deployment time to enable reuse of source code even when using different binding times.
Zdun et al. introduce transitive mixins to generalize composition of classes and objects (Zdun et al. 2007 ). The implementation provided in Zdun et al. (2007) is built on top of a dynamic approach that does not support static composition. Chakravarthy et al. provide with Edicts an approach that supports different binding times using design patterns that are applied to a program by means of aspects (Chakravarthy et al. 2008) . Configuration is done by switching between Edicts. Czarnecki et al. describe how to parameterize the binding time using C++ templates (Czarnecki and Eisenecker 2000) . They provide a configurable binding time (e.g., for class extensions) with a template-based program generator. The OSGi 10 standard also allows static and dynamic composition of components, called bundles. However, it is a component-based approach that does not allow a system to be decomposed into fine-grained (crosscutting) features. Other approaches support static and dynamic binding of aspects. AspectC++ supports weaving at run time and compile time for the same aspect (Gilani and Spinczyk 2005). AspectJ supports weaving advice at compile-time, after compile-time, and at load time. 11 PROSE (Nicoara et al. 2008) , Steamloom (Bockisch et al. 2004) , Hotwave (Villazón et al. 2009 ), and other AspectJ-based approaches support weaving at run time and may be combined with AspectJ's static weaving. These AOP approaches can be used to support multiple class extensions at the same time as in FOP.
In contrast to FeatureC++, the approaches above do not provide a mechanism for feature composition according to a feature model, which is necessary for validation. Nevertheless, they can be combined with tools that support configuration and static composition of SPLs such as pure::variants (pure-systems GmbH 2004). However, the approaches do not provide a mechanism for configuration at run time that is based on a feature model. Similar to our approach, the mechanisms combine static and dynamic binding. Approaches such as Edicts and AspectC++ can be used to bind a feature statically or dynamically with the base program without changing the implementation. However, they do not provide means to statically merge an arbitrary set of dynamically bound features into a single binding unit and compose the binding units dynamically. One reason is that these approaches do not preserve the execution order of method extensions when mixing both binding times in this way. Applying static binding first and dynamic binding afterwards changes the feature composition order (all static features are bound before dynamic features). This in turn may change the behavior of methods that are refined by statically and dynamically bound features (e.g., statically and dynamically weaved aspects that have the same join point). We solve this by generating hook methods, as described in Sect. 3.4.3.
Lee et al. suggest to decide before SPL development which features to implement in one component and to combine the resulting components at run time (Lee and Kang 2006) . Griss argues that components and novel approaches to software composition should be combined to develop SPLs (Griss 2000) . He discusses different approaches that may be used to customize components when the feature selection changes. Our approach goes into the same direction. It uses only a single implementation technique that supports static and dynamic binding. We also think that components have to be planned before SPL development, but the selection of concrete features and component customization has to happen at deployment time.
Our approach is partially based on the Delegation Layers approach (Ostermann 2002) , which supports dynamic binding of features. Several other collaboration-based approaches and layered designs such as Jak (Batory et al. 1998 (Apel et al. 2008b ), Aspectual Collaborations (Lieberherr et al. 2003) , and Context-oriented Programming (Hirschfeld et al. 2008 ) also support either static or dynamic composition. In contrast to these approaches, our approach integrates static and dynamic binding.
FeatureC++ supports composition at run time but is not a full-fledged solution for run time adaptation of SPLs. For example, we do not provide an infrastructure for context dependent activation and deactivation of features. It is not without reason that there is a whole branch of research on run time adaptable SPLs (Hallsteinsen et al. 2008) . Nevertheless, solutions for run time adaptation can be built on top of FeatureC++ to combine traditional SPLs with run time adaptable SPLs and to additionally support static customization of components.
Conclusion and perspective
We have presented an approach that seamlessly integrates static and dynamic feature binding at implementation and modeling level. Our approach allows developers to statically generate dynamic binding units that can be composed at load time or at run time of a program. The approach overcomes limitations of pure static and pure dynamic binding and can be used to replace existing approaches by using only a single implementation mechanism. We provide means to: -develop the features of an SPL using a single implementation mechanism that is independent of the binding time, -choose the binding time per feature after development, -generate dynamic binding units by composing multiple features to optimize resource consumption.
Compared to alternative solutions for implementing static and dynamic feature binding, our approach simplifies several aspects of SPL development. With respect to resource consumption, we found a tradeoff between functional overhead caused by static binding and compositional overhead caused by dynamic binding. Finding the optimal binding time for the features of an SPL is a difficult task. Varying requirements on flexibility between different application scenarios further complicate the decision. Our proposal of generating dynamic binding units, allows an SPL developer to choose the binding time per feature even after development and for each application scenario individually. In future work, we plan to integrate our approach with component-based software development (e.g., to simplify component integration and to avoid dynamic binding of components if it is not required). This means that a binding unit has to clearly define an interface that can be used by other binding units.
